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General
The Webservices Connector is a REST-API connector that supports a multi-step capability. Each step is
a separate request to a web server using the GET, POST, PUT or DELETE functions. Steps are executed
in sequence with the possibility of extracting data from the returned payload and passing this to
subsequent steps.
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Figure 1 : Webservices Connector Implementation Overview

The connector supports application/json, application/xml, application/x-www-form-urlencoded and
text/plain Content-Types. However, only application/json and application/xml Content-Types support
attribute value extraction using the JSONPath capabilities for JSON data and XPath capabilities for XML
data.
It is therefore possible to create a workflow within a single OpCon job definition that consists of
multiple steps that can access different web servers using either http or https protocols. Information
can be extracted from the returned data of any step and this can be passed to subsequent steps. It is
also possible to read / write data from files for each step.
Variables can be defined which can be used as parameters in the data being submitted to the web
servers. User and password information can also be passed as variables with the possibility of
password information being stored in encrypted global properties.
Attribute values can be extracted from returned data and passed to subsequent steps. The connector
uses the JSONPath capabilities to define the attribute value to extract from the data.
The connector includes a job sub-type (Web Services) that can be used to define the jobs.
The connector supports the concept of templates. A template is a JSON formatted SMAWSConnector
job definition which can be loaded into the job sub-type by selecting the Import Template function. It
is also possible to create a template by selecting the Export Template function once the job definition
is complete. When creating templates using the Export Template function, the global variable values
are replaced with the ‘??????’ string.

The connector supports a set of specific variables @User, @Password and @JCorrelationid. The
@User and @Password variables are used to pass credentials for authentication and the
@JCorrelationid is be used to retrieve the unique job identifier of a job in the daily. This identifier can
then be used as a call back value to the OpCon environment from an external source.
The connector supports the capability to write extracted variable values into OpCon properties (global
and instance properties). If the destination property does not exist, it will be created.
The connector supports the use of a proxy server either for all jobs associated with the connector or
for a specific step within a job.

Installation
Requirements
•
•
•

The SMAWSConnector can be installed on any Linux or Windows Server where there is an
OpCon Agent installed.
The SMAWSConnector uses the OpCon-API capabilities of OpCon to update properties and
extract the unique job id of a job when the @JCorrellationid feature is used.
For installation on Linux environments the following LSAM configuration parameters should
be set
o LSAM_0_255 should be set to 1
o path_to_su
should be set to yes

Restrictions
•
•
•

No Java restrictions as the connector uses an embedded AdoptOpenJRE 11 which is installed
during the connector installation.
Requires OpCon version 18.3 or greater.
Parsing of returned data for variables, is only supported for JSON and XML formats.

Installing the Connector Windows
Copy the supplied zip file to a directory on the server.
Unzip the file and extract the contents to a directory on the server.

Figure 2 : SMAWSConnector installed infrastructure (Windows)
• docs contains:
➢
SMAOpCon Webservices Connector.pdf
• Java contains:
➢
the embedded open JRE required by the connector
• Log contains:
➢
empty, but will contain logs after connector has been started.
• <install directory>
➢
com.sma.ui.core.jobdetails.wsconnector_1.0.0.nnnnnnnnnnnn.jar
➢
Connector.config
➢
SMAWSConnector.exe

Installing the Connector Linux
Copy the supplied zip file to a directory on the server.
Unzip the file and extract the contents to a directory on the server.
Set execute options on SMAWSConnector.sh and /java/bin/java using chmod.

Figure 3 : SMAWSConnector installed infrastructure (Linux)

• <install directory> contains:
➢
com.sma.ui.core.jobdetails.wsconnector_1.0.0.nnnnnnnnnnnn.jar
➢
Connector.config
➢
SMAWSConnector.sh
➢
webservices.connector.jar
• docs
➢
SMA OpCon Webservices Connector.pdf
• log contains:
➢
empty, but will contain logs after connector has been started.
• java contains:
➢
the embedded open JRE required by the connector

Installing Web Services Enterprise Manager Plug-in
Copy the plug-in com.sma.ui.core.jobdetails.wsconnector_1.0.0.nnnnnnnnnnnn.jar file to the dropin’s directory of any Enterprise Manager installation that will create jobs.

SMAWSConnector Configuration
The configuration of the SMAWSConnector requires setting a default data directory and defining the
connection to the OpCon-API of the host OpCon system.

Connector.config File
Configure the Connector.config file in the root installation directory setting the required information.
[GENERAL]
DATA_DIRECTORY=c:\\connectors\\wsrest\\data
USES_PROXY=False
DEBUG=False
[PROXY]
URL=
[OPCON_API]
SERVER=BVHTEST02:9010
USESTLS=True
TOKEN=e4185480-7137-4bca-8220-0dccc555a946

Figure 4 : Connector.config file sample

The Connector.config contains the following values
Property Name
[GENERAL]
DATA_DIRECTORY

USES_PROXY
DEBUG

[PROXY]
URL
[OPCON_API]
SERVER

USETLS

TOKEN

Value
header
A default data directory that can be used
by the connector for storing created
templates. When entering a value remember
to include double \ characters.
Indicates if the Connector uses a proxy
server.
Values are True or False, default is False.
Turns debug value on or off. Should be set
when defining steps as this will dump all
the data which can be analyzed to
determine the location of attribute values
to extract.
Values are True or False, default is
False.
header
The full proxy server URL (i.e.
http://<proxy server>:<port>).
header
The address of the host OpCon server is
inserted into the Connector.config file by
using the -–setup switch when executing the
connector.
Indicates if the OpCon Rest API server is
supporting TLS and inserted into the
Connector.config file by using the -–setup
switch when executing the connector.
The application level token value which is
set by using the -–setup switch when
executing the connector. A CONNECTORS

application token is created, and the value
of
the
token
is
inserted
into
the
Connector.config file.

Table 1 : Connector.config definitions

OpCon-API Configuration Setup
The connector needs to connect to the OpCon host through the OpCon Rest API to retrieve
JCorrelationid values and insert / update properties. The connector uses an application level token
when communicating with the OpCon host.
The OPCON_API section of the Connector.config file contains the information about the connection
to the OpCon host including the server address, if TLS is being used and the application token value
(see Table 1 for more information).
These values can set by calling the SMAWSConnector.exe (Windows) or SMAWSConnector.sh (Linux)
with the --setup switch which creates an application token (named CONNECTORS ) and inserts the
OpCon host address, tls and token information into the OPCON_API section of the Connector.config
file.
SMAWSConnector.exe/sh --setup -username -password -address <server>:<port> -tls
Where

--setup

-username
-password
-address
-tls

is the switch indicating that an application token should be
should be created and the Connector.config file should be
updated.
is the name of an OpCon user that has the ocadm role.
the password of the user.
the address and port used by the OpCon Rest API web server.
if using tls set this argument

Example Windows:
SMAWSConnector.exe --setup -username ocadm -password abc -address opcon:9010 -tls
SMAWSConnector.exe --setup -username ocadm -password abc -address opcon:9000

Example Linux:
SMAWSConnector.sh --setup -username ocadm -password abc -address opcon:9010 -tls
SMAWSConnector.sh --setup -username ocadm -password abc -address opcon:9000

Create Global Properties for Web Services job sub-type
Within OpCon create a global property that points to the root installation directory of the connector.
For a Windows installation the default path name is WS_PATH and for a Linux installation the default
path name is WS_UNIX_PATH.

Figure 5 : Creating OpCon WS_PATH / WS_UNIX_PATH global properties

Defining Jobs
The connector supports various content-types such as application/json, application/xml,
application/x-www-form-urlencoded and text/plain.
The connector is unaware of specific objects and works generically with all JSON and XML data.

Response Parsing
Response parsing is supported in the returned data is supported for application/json using JSONPath
and application/xml using XPath. Header parsing is also supported using the header attribute name.
When defining jobs, the best approach is to run the connector in Debug mode as this dumps the
data received from the web server. The job output can then be examined for the returned data so
the JSONPath, XPath or header parsing syntax can be determined

JSONPath
Every JSON object is composed of an inherit hierarchy and structure. All JSON ends up creating a tree
of nodes where each node is a JSON Element. These can be a single element or an array of elements.
JSONPath provides a standard syntax to define different parts of a JSON document. It defines
expressions to traverse through a JSON document.
In the following example:
{
“node”:{
“node1”:{
[
{“node3”:”value3”},
{“node4”:”value4”}
],
}
}
}

The JSONPath syntax to extract the value of attribute node3 is: $.node.node1.[0].node3
•
•
•
•
•

$ indicates root node operator
node is the name of a JSON node
node1 is the name of a JSON node within the first JSON node
[0] indicates the first record of the JSONARRAY following the JSON node node1
node3 is the required attribute to extract the value from

When defining jobs, the best approach is to run the connector in Debug mode as this dumps the data
received from the web server. The job output can then be examined for the returned data so the
JSONPath syntax can be determined.

XPath
XPath stands for XML Path Language. XPath uses ‘path like’ syntax to identify and navigate nodes in
an XML document.
In the following example:
{<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<issue>

<id>1495</id>
<project id="1" name="Default Project"/><tracker id="2" name="Deliverable"/>
<status id="2" name="New"/>
<css_classes>issue tracker-2 status-2 priority-12 priority-default created-by-me
multieditable-container</css_classes>
<priority id="12" name="Normal"/>
<author id="1" name="John Smith"/>
<subject>API custom fields</subject>
<description></description>
<start_date>2020-07-09</start_date>
<due_date/>
<done_ratio>0</done_ratio>
<is_private>false</is_private>
<is_favorited>false</is_favorited>
<estimated_hours/>
<total_estimated_hours/>
<spent_hours>0.0</spent_hours>
<total_spent_hours>0.0</total_spent_hours>
<created_on>2020-07-09T09:38:33Z</created_on>
<updated_on>2020-07-09T09:38:33Z</updated_on>
<closed_on/>
</issue>)

The XPath syntax to extract the value of element id //issue/id/text()
•
•
•
•

// indicates root element operator
issue is the name of an element
issue id the name of an element that is required.
text() indicates that we want the value of the id element.

The XPath syntax to extract the value of attribute name of element author //issue/author/@name
•
•
•
•
•

// indicates root element operator
issue is the name of an element
author is the name of an element that is required.
@ indicates we require an attribute value.
name is the name of the attribute of the element.

Header Parsing
It is possible to parse the returned header for attribute values by specifying the attribute name.
The parsing syntax is prefixed by a hash (#).
The header syntax to retrieve the returned data type is #Content-Type
•
•

# indicates this is a header parsing definition
Content-Type is header attribute to extract the value from.

Variables
When working with variables, all variables must be defined as @<name> as the @ indicates to the
connector that this definition is a variable meaning these values are available to the defined steps.
Global variables are available to all steps while response variables are available to all subsequent
steps.
When working with Basic mode authentication, @User and @Password variables should be added to
each job and the Authorization=Basic value must be included in the attribute header for each step.
The connector will detect the ‘Basic’ mode and perform the required Base64 encoding of
‘@User:@Password’ string and add it to the header attribute.

Special Variables
The following special variables are currently defined within the connector.
@User

Is used to define the name of the user associated with the requests.

@Password

Is used to define the password of the user. Encrypted global properties can be used.

@JCorrelationid

Is used to create the unique id of a job in the daily tables that can be used

during call back procedures.

@JCorrelationid
If there is a requirement to start a process in a web server and then allow the web server to return a
completion indication, the @JCorrellationid value can be used. The value corresponds to the next job
in the processing sequence. The job itself should have a Threshold dependency that is never triggered.
The reason that the job should be held on dependency instead of ‘On Hold’ is that any monitoring to
determine if the job is ‘Late to Start’ will not valid if the job is in an ‘On Hold’ condition.
The web server should respond with a /api/jobactions request using the unique jobid and setting the
job status to either ‘markFinishedOk’ or ‘markFailed’ depending on the result processing in the web
server.
The value of the @JCorrellationid ‘[[SCHEDULE DATE-YYYY-MM-DD]].[[$SCHEDULE NAME]].JOB001’
should point to a valid job in the daily. The schedule date values used is a special format consisting of
YYYY-MM-DD and a $SCHEDULE DATE property should be created to provide this value.
During the connector processing, the connector will connect to the host OpCon system using the
OpCon-API and retrieve the unique job id. This value can then be passed as part of the JSON payload
when starting the process on the web server.

Using x-www-form-urlencoded content-type
The x-www-form-urlencoded content-type is used when authenticating requirements use OAuth2
endpoints. When defining the data in the request body the values are entered as name=value pairs
separated by an amphisan.
Example:

Templates
Templates can be used to import task definitions creating the tasks. The templates can be used either
for Windows or Linux tasks.
Templates for job definitions can be found in the SMA Technologies Innovation Lab on GitHub.
Projects have been assigned names associating themselves with templates (i.e. <name>webservicestemplate).

Proxy Servers
The connector supports the use of proxy servers. When requiring a proxy server, it is possible to
configure this in two possible ways. If a proxy server definition exists in the both the configuration and
the Step definition, the value in the Step definition will be used.

All jobs using Proxy Server
If all jobs associated with the connector require a proxy server, then the proxy server can be
configured in the Connector.config. See the SMAWSConnector Configuration section for more
information.
[GENERAL]
DATA_DIRECTORY=c:\\connectors\\wsrest\\data
USES_PROXY=True
DEBUG=False
[PROXY]
URL=http://bvhtest02:2134
[OPCON_API]
SERVER=BVHTEST02:9010
USESTLS=True
TOKEN=e4185480-7137-4bca-8220-0dccc555a946

Figure 6 : Connector.config with defined Proxy Server

Specific Steps within a Job using a Proxy Server
This approach allows a proxy server to be associated with a specific step within a job. If there is a
requirement to support multiple proxy servers or a mixture of proxy server jobs and non-proxy server
jobs, use this option.

Figure 7 : Setting the Proxy Server for a specific step

Job Definition
When defining a SMAWSConnector job, select a Windows or Unix / Linux job type and then select the
Web Services job sub-type.

The job sub-type requires the selection of an OpCon batch user that will be used to execute the
connector. The Connector location consists of a global property that contains the root installation
directory of the connector software.
The job sub-type has a template id value that can be used to uniquely identify the template used when
creating the job definition. A job template can be loaded by selecting the Import Template button
which will allow you to browse for a template. Once a template has been selected, the information
will be seen in the fields. Once a job definition is complete, it is possible to save this as a template by
selecting the Export Template button.
The job definition has three main tabs that are used to complete the definition.

Variables Tab
The tab supports the definition of global variables and properties. Global variables are used as
arguments to update place holders in json data and URLs, while properties consist of property names
and variable names. The contents of the variable will be written into the OpCon property when all
steps have completed successfully.

Variables
Variables are used to define global variables that can be used during the steps. These variables are
prefixed with a @. These variables are then used as arguments that are substituted in the URL

definition or the json data submitted as part of POST or PUT requests. Examples are providing a URL
value @Url value and user code (@User) and password (@Password) values during authentication.
The @Url value is replaced in the URLs while the user and password values are inserted into the JSON
data replacing the @User and @Password values with the real values.
Variables are entered by defining them using a @ as the first character followed by a name, the equals
sign and the value.
Examples:

URL replacement
https://@Url/api/tokens

JSON Message Body replacement
{
"id":null,
"user":
{
"id":-1,
"loginName":"@User",
"password":"@Password"
},
"tokenType":
{
"id":null,
"type":"User"
}
}

In the above examples, the @Url variable value will be substituted in the URL and the @User and
@Password variable values would be substituted into the defined json data.
The user code and password values could be placed in encrypted global tokens. However, it should be
noted that the Windows Agent where the connector installed, must support this functionality.

Properties
Properties can be used to insert values extracted from the returned JSON data into OpCon global,
schedule instance or job instance properties.
Example:

In the above example, the contents of the @Version variable will be inserted into the OpCon global
property OPIVersion. If the property does not exist, the property will be created. It should be noted
that property updates are performed after the completion of the final step.

Steps Tab
The Steps tab is used to define the actions that the connector will perform. These steps are performed
in sequence from first to last. Each time a step in created, a new Tab is created with the header Step(n)
where n is the Step number. Each step definition consists of a URL and associated Request and
Response definitions.
To create a Step, enter the required data and then select the Add Step button. This will create the step
naming it Step(n). To create subsequent steps, select the (+) tab, enter the required data and once
again select the Add Step button. To remove a step, select the step and select the Remove Step button.
The step will be removed and the Step(n) values will be adjusted.

Select the function from the drop-down list and enter the full URL of the web server request including
http or https as well as address and port. The connector will use a TLS connection if it detects that the
URL contains https.
If this step requires a proxy server, enter the full proxy server URL in the Proxy Server field. If the Proxy
server is activated in the Connector.config, it will override this value.
The Request information consists of selecting the Content Type that will be submitted from the dropdown list, defining header attributes that will be inserted into the header of the request and the
associated JSON data should the request be a POST or a PUT. The payload can be entered either into
the Message Body section or the full path of the filename containing the data can be entered. It should
be noted that if a filename is used, the location of the file should be available to the system the
connector is installed on.
The Response information consists of selecting the Content Type to be returned from the drop-down
list, defining Response Variables that are used to extract attribute values from the returned data.
Currently attribute extraction is only supported when the Content Type is application/json or
application/xml.
When defining a response variable give it a unique name starting with a (@) and then define the
attribute name in the JSON or XML data to extract the value for. The syntax uses standard JSONPath
formats which is a query language for JSON and standard XPath formats which is a query language for
XML. If the attribute is not found, the connector will terminate with an appropriate message and an
error code of 1.

The Step completion information defines what to do when the step completes. It requires a completion

code (a http return code) which is checked after the step completes. If the code does not match the
defined value, the workflow will stop, returning the failed code. It is possible to bypass the completion
code by selecting the Ignore Result indicator.
It is also possible to check the contents of the returned JSON or XML data to determine if the
processing was successful as the code returned by the web server indicates that the function you
performed completed successfully or failed. The connector will check the contents of the attribute
defined in the ‘Attribute to Check’ definition for a match for the ‘Good Finish’ and ‘Bad Finish’
definitions. Multiple values can be entered in these definitions by separating each value with a forward
slash (/).
It is also possible to perform a ‘poll’ performing subsequent requests until a match is found. The
connector will use the Delay and Interval values when performing the subsequent requests. The Max
Time value represents the maximum time to check for a valid response.
It is also possible to write the returned data to an output file by entering a filename in the Output
filename definition. It should be noted that if a filename is used, the location of the file should be
available to the system the connector is installed on.

Failure Criteria Tab
The Failure Criteria tab is used to define result of the defined workflow. The result should be the
completion code of the final step.

The connector returns the following codes:
Code
1
400-599
408
460

Description
When an initialization error or an initial connection errors occurs.
Standard HTTP errors
When the maximum wait time expires during a poll request sequence
When the error condition is returned during a poll request sequence
Table 2 : Connector Return Codes

Logging and Job Output
The default logging implemented by the connector consists of a maximum cycle of five log files. The
log files contain information about the connector and any jobs run by the connector. The log files
(webservices.log) can be found in the <installation root>\log directory. Information is appended into
the log files and any error messages, return codes can be viewed in these log files.
All information produced by the OpCon job is available in the job output and can be retrieved using
the OpCon JORS capability.

Examples
The following section contains examples showing the capabilities of Web Services Connector.

Example1: Using Token Authentication (multiple Steps)
Update the value of a global property in the OpCon system. The OpCon system uses token authentication and the first step
is to obtain a valid token that will be used for the remaining steps. Subsequent steps will retrieve the information about a
global property and update the contents of the property.
In the Variables section enter the @User and @Password variables that will provide the user and password information used
during authentication (the password can be an encrypted global property). Enter the name of the global property using the
@GlobalProperty variable. To increase portability when sharing templates, enter the web server address using the @Url
variable.

1.

Step 1 (Enter data in the (+) definition).
The first Step function is a POST request to obtain an authentication token.
a. Select the POST function
b. Enter the full URL https://@Url/api/tokens (in this case the https indicates that the connector will use
TLS when communicating with the web server).
c. Select the Request TAB
i. Select application/json from the Content Type drop-down list.
ii. In the message body, enter the JSON data to be submitted as part of the POST request using
the @User and @Password global variables. While processing the request, the connector will
substitute the variable names in the JSON definition with the required values.
{
"id":null,
"user":
{
"id":-1,
"loginName":"@User",
"password":"@Password"
},
"tokenType":
{
"id":null,
"type":"User"
}
}

d.

Select the Response TAB
i. Select application/json from the Content Type drop-down list.
ii. The request will return the authentication token and we need to extract the value and place it
in a variable that will be used by the subsequent steps. In the Variables section add
@Token=$.id which will extract the first id attribute returned in the JSON data and save it in
the variable @Token.

iii.

2.

e. Press the Add Step button.
Step 2 (Select the (+) definition).
The second Step function is a GET request to obtain the global property defined in the @GlobalProperty variable.
a. Select the GET function.
b. Enter the full URL https://@Url/api/globalproperties?name=@GlobalProperty
c. Select the Request TAB
i. Select application/json from the Content Type drop-down list.
ii. In the Header Attributes section indicate the authentication token. The authorization value is
defined by the web server and the definition for an OpCon system is ‘Token <token value>’.
Enter a header attribute consisting of Authorization=Token @Token. The @Token variable
value extracted during the previous step (Step1) will be inserted into header attributes by the
connector

d.

3.

The $.id is a JSONPath definition indicating the attribute value to extract from the JSON data.
The ($) indicates start from the root of the JSON structure and the (.id) indicates get the value
of the first id attribute in the JSON data.
Set the Step completion code to 200.

Select the Response TAB
i. Select application/json from the Content Type drop-down list.
ii. Set a variable that will contain the property id value as this will be needed during the step. Set
@Propertyid=$[0].id. In this case, the returned JSON data consists of array containing global
property definitions. The ([0]) indicates that the first record of the array is required and the
(.id) indicates that the value of the first id attribute is required
iii. Set the Step completion code to 200

e. Press the Add Step button.
Step 3 (Select the (+) definition).
The third Step function is a PUT request to update the global property defined in the @GlobalProperty variable.

a.
b.

c.

Select the PUT function.
Enter the full URL https://@Url/api/globalproperties/@Propertyid
The @Propertyid will be replaced in the URL with the value of the @Propertyid variable value extracted
during the previous step (Step2) the connector. This shows how information extracted from a previous
step can be used when creating URLs.
Select the Request TAB
i. Select application/json from the Content Type drop-down list.
ii. In the Header Attributes section indicate the authentication token. The authorization value is
defined by the web server and the definition for an OpCon system is ‘Token <token value>’.
Enter a header attribute consisting of Authorization=Token @Token. The @Token variable
value extracted during the previous step (Step1) will be inserted into header attributes by the
connector
iii. In the message body, enter the JSON data to be submitted as part of the PUT request to update
the property value.
{
"id":"@Propertyid",
"name":"@GlobalProperty",
"value":"wsrest 1234 test value from UNIX 2"
}

Notice that the @Propertyid is also replaced in the JSON data by the Connector as the JSON
data requires the id of the property that is being updated. The property name is taken from
the @GlobalProperty variable.

d.

e.

Select the Response TAB
i. Select application/json from the Content Type drop-down list.
ii. Set the Step completion code to 200
Press the Add Step button.

Example2: Using Poll capability to track execution (multiple Steps)
Perform a schedule build on the OpCon system tracking to see that the Schedule Build completes successfully. The OpCon
system uses token authentication and the first step is to obtain a valid token that will be used for the remaining steps.
In the Variables section enter the @User and @Password variables that will provide the user and password information used
during authentication (the password can be an encrypted global property). Enter the variable @ScheduleName that contains
the name of the schedule to build and the variable @ScheduleDate containing the date to build the schedule on (format
should be yyyy.mm.dd). To increase portability when sharing templates, enter the web server address using the @Url
variable.

1.

Step 1 (Enter data in the (+) definition).
The first Step function is a POST request to obtain an authentication token.

a.
b.
c.

Select the POST function
Enter the full URL https://@Url/api/tokens (in this case the https indicates that the connector will use
TLS when communicating with the web server).
Select the Request TAB
i. Select application/json from the Content Type drop-down list.
ii. In the message body, enter the JSON data to be submitted as part of the POST request using
the @User and @Password global variables. While processing the request, the connector will
substitute the variable names in the JSON definition with the required values.
{
"id":null,
"user":
{
"id":-1,
"loginName":"@User",
"password":"@Password"
},
"tokenType":
{
"id":null,
"type":"User"
}
}

d.

2.

Select the Response TAB
i. Select application/json from the Content Type drop-down list.
ii. The request will return the authentication token and we need to extract the value and place it
in a variable that will be used by the subsequent steps. In the Variables section add
@Token=$.id which will extract the first id attribute returned in the JSON data and save it in
the variable @Token.
The $.id is a JSONPath definition indicating the attribute value to extract from the JSON data.
The ($) indicates start from the root of the JSON structure and the (.id) indicates get the value
of the first id attribute in the JSON data.
iii. Set the Step completion code to 200.

e. Press the Add Step button.
Step 2 (Select the (+) definition).
The second Step second Step function is a POST request to perform a schedule build.
a. Select the POST function.

b.
c.

Enter the full URL https://@Url/api/schedulebuilds
Select the Request TAB
i. Select application/json from the Content Type drop-down list.
ii. In the Header Attributes section indicate the authentication token. The authorization value is
defined by the web server and the definition for an OpCon system is ‘Token <token value>’.
Enter a header attribute consisting of Authorization=Token @Token. The @Token variable
value extracted during the previous step (Step1) will be inserted into header attributes by the
connector
iii. In the message body, enter the JSON data to be submitted as part of the POST request using
the @ScheduleName and @ScheduleDate variables. While processing the request, the
connector will substitute the variable names in the JSON definition with the required values
{
"schedules":[
{"id":null,"name":"@ScheduleName"}
],
"id":null,
"expiryTime":null,
"dates":[
"@ScheduleDate"
],
"logFile":null,
"overwrite":true,
"hold":true
}

d.

3.
4.

Select the Response TAB
i. Select application/json from the Content Type drop-down list.
ii. The request will return the information about the schedule build and we need the schedule
build id to determine if the build completed successfully. In the Variables section add
@Buildid=$.id which will extract the first id attribute returned in the JSON data and save it in
the variable @Buildid. T
The $.id is a JSONPath definition indicating the attribute value to extract from the JSON data.
The ($) indicates start from the root of the JSON structure and the (.id) indicates gets the value
of the first id attribute in the JSON data.
iii. Set the Step completion code to 201.

e. Press the Add Step button.
Step 3 (Select the (+) definition).
The third Step function is a GET request to determine the status of the build request. A poll is performed until a
completion result is determined by checking the contents of the returned JSON data for a specific attribute value

a.
b.

c.

Select the GET function.
Enter the full URL https://@Url/api/schedulebuilds/@Buildid
The @Buildid will be replaced in the URL with the value of the @Buildid variable by the connector. This
shows how information extracted from a previous step can be used when creating URLs.
Select the Request TAB
i. Select application/json from the Content Type drop-down list.
ii. In the Header Attributes section indicate the authentication token. The authorization value is
defined by the web server and the definition for an OpCon system is ‘Token <token value>’.
Enter a header attribute consisting of Authorization=Token @Token. The @Token variable
value extracted during the previous step (Step1) will be inserted into header attributes by the
connector

d.

Select the Response TAB
The GET request will poll the server several times to get the completion status of the build request. The
Check Returned Data and Poll values must be completed.
i. Select application/json from the Content Type drop-down list.
ii. The Good Finish field define the values associated with a successful build. Enter
success/Completed meaning either a value of success or Completed will indicate a successful
build.
iii. The Bad Finish field define the values associated with an unsuccessful build. Enter Failed
meaning a value of Failed will indicate an unsuccessful build.
iv. Set the Attribute To Check field to the attribute that contains the value to check using JSONPath
format. $[0].message indicates that the attribute message of the first record in the array should
be checked.
v. Select the Poll indicator and enter the poll delay and interval values in seconds. The delay value
is how long to wait before the first check and the interval value is how long to wait for
subsequent checks.
vi. By setting the Max Time to 5 minutes, the connector will check for a positive response for 5
minutes before returning a 408 (timeout error).
vii. A return code of 460 will be sent if the Bad Finish value is received.

e.

Press the Add Step button.

Example3: OAuth2 Authentication using x-www-form-urlencoded
Perform an OAuth2 authentication using x-www-form-urlencoded Content Type. When defining the data in the request body
the values are entered as name=value pairs separated by an amphisan.

In the Variables section enter the @Url, @Tenantid, @Clientid, @Key and @Subscription variables that will provide the
information used during authentication (these values should all be placed in encrypted properties). To increase portability
when sharing templates, enter the web server address using the @Url variable.

1.

Step 1 (Enter data in the (+) definition).
The first Step function is a POST request to obtain an authentication token.
a. Select the POST function
b. Enter the full URL https://@Url/@Tenantid/oauth2/token (in this case the https indicates that the
connector will use TLS when communicating with the web server).
c. Select the Request TAB
i. Select application/x-www-form-urlencoded from the Content Type drop-down list.
ii. In the message body, enter the data to be submitted as part of the POST request using the
@Clientid and @Key global variables. The values are entered in name=value pairs using the
amphisan (&) character as the delimiter. While processing the request, the connector will
substitute the variable names in the data with the required values.
grant_type=client_credentials&client_id=@Clientid&client_secret=@Key&resource=https://managemen
t.azure.com/

d.

Select the Response TAB
i. Select application/json from the Content Type drop-down list.
ii. The request will return the authentication token and we need to extract the value and place it
in a variable that will be used by the subsequent steps. In the Variables section add
@Token=$.access_token which will extract the first access_token attribute returned in the
JSON data and save it in the variable @Token.
The $.access_token is a JSONPath definition indicating the attribute value to extract from the
JSON data. The ($) indicates start from the root of the JSON structure and the (.access_token)
indicates get the value of the first access_token attribute in the JSON data.
iii. Set the Step completion code to 200.

e.

Press the Add Step button.

Example4: Basic Mode Authentication
Execute a request on a Web Server using Basic authentication.
In the Variables section enter the @Url, @User and @Password variables that will provide the information used during
authentication (the password value should be placed in an encrypted property). To increase portability when sharing
templates, enter the web server address using the @Url variable.

1.

Step 1 (Enter data in the (+) definition).
The first Step function is a GET request to retrieve information from the Web Server.
a. Select the GET function
b. Enter the full URL https://@Url/issues/182.xml (in this case the https indicates that the connector will
use TLS when communicating with the web server).
c. Select the Request TAB
i. Select application/xml from the Content Type drop-down list.
ii. In the Header Attributes section indicate basic authentication will be used. Insert the value
Authorization=Basic. The Connector will detect that Basic authentication is required and
perform the required Base64 encoding of the ‘@User:@Password’ string and append this to
the header attribute (Basic <@User>:<@Password>).

d.

e.

Select the Response TAB
i. Select application/json from the Content Type drop-down list.
ii. Set the Step completion code to 200.
Press the Add Step button.

Templates
Get without authentication
{
"templateid" : "OPCON-API_version",
"steps" : [ {
"function" : "GET",
"url" : "https://<server name>:9010/api/version",
"request" : {
"contentType" : "application/json",
"headers" : [ ],
"body" : null,
"fileName" : null
},
"response" : {
"contentType" : "application/json",
"ignoreResult" : false,
"stepCompletionCode" : 200,
"responseDataCheck" : null,
"fileName" : null,
"variables" : [ ]
}
} ],
"variables" : [ ],
"properties" : [ ]
}

OpCon property update using Token authentication
{
"templateid" : "OpConAPI-PUPD",
"steps" : [ {
"function" : "POST",
"url" : "https://<server name>:9010/api/tokens",
"request" : {
"contentType" : "application/json",
"headers" : [ ],
"body"
:
"{\"id\":null,\"user\":{\"id\":1,\"loginName\":\"@User\",\"password\":\"@Password\"},\"tokenType\":{\"id\":null,\"typ
e\":\"User\"}}",
"fileName" : null
},
"response" : {
"contentType" : "application/json",
"ignoreResult" : false,
"stepCompletionCode" : 200,
"responseDataCheck" : null,
"fileName" : null,
"variables" : [ {
"name" : "@Token",
"value" : "$.id"
} ]
}
}, {
"function" : "GET",
"url" : "https://<server name>:9010/api/globalproperties?name=@GlobalPropertyName",
"request" : {
"contentType" : "application/json",
"headers" : [ {
"attribute" : "Authorization",
"value" : "Token @Token"
} ],
"body" : null,
"fileName" : null
},
"response" : {
"contentType" : "application/json",
"ignoreResult" : false,
"stepCompletionCode" : 200,

"responseDataCheck" : null,
"fileName" : null,
"variables" : [ {
"name" : "@Propertyid",
"value" : "$[0].id"
} ]
}
}, {
"function" : "PUT",
"url" : "https://<server name>:9010/api/globalproperties/@Propertyid",
"request" : {
"contentType" : "application/json",
"headers" : [ {
"attribute" : "Authorization",
"value" : "Token @Token"
} ],
"body" : "{\"id\":\"@Propertyid\",\"name\":\"@GlobalPropertyName\",\"value\":\"wsrest
1234 testvalue\"}",
"fileName" : null
},
"response" : {
"contentType" : "application/json",
"ignoreResult" : false,
"stepCompletionCode" : 200,
"responseDataCheck" : null,
"fileName" : null,
"variables" : [ ]
}
} ],
"variables" : [ {
"name" : "@User",
"value" : "??????"
}, {
"name" : "@Password",
"value" : "??????"
}, {
"name" : "@GlobalPropertyName",
"value" : "??????"
} ],
"properties" : [ ]
}

OpCon schedule build including poll to check build result using Token authentication
{
"templateid" : "OpConAPI-SBUILD",
"steps" : [ {
"function" : "POST",
"url" : "https://<server name>:9010/api/tokens",
"request" : {
"headers" : [ ],
"body" : "{\"id\":null,\"user\":{\"id\":-1,\"loginName\":\"@User\",\"password\":
\"@Password\"},\"tokenType\":{\"id\":null,\"type\":\"User\"}}",
"fileName" : null
},
"response" : {
"contentType" : "application/json",
"ignoreResult" : false,
"stepCompletionCode" : 200,
"responseDataCheck" : null,
"fileName" : null,
"variables" : [ {
"name" : "@Token",
"value" : "$.id"
} ]
}
}, {
"function" : "POST",
"url" : "https://<server name>:9010/api/schedulebuilds",
"request" : {
"contentType" : "application/json",
"headers" : [ {

"attribute" : "Authorization",
"value" : "Token @Token"
} ],
"body"
:
"{\"schedules\":[{\"id\":null,\"name\":\"@ScheduleName\"}],\"id\":null,\"expiryTime\":
null,\"dates\":[\"@ScheduleDate\"],\"logFile\":null,\"overwrite\":true,\"hold\":true}"
,
"fileName" : null
},
"response" : {
"contentType" : "application/json",
"ignoreResult" : false,
"stepCompletionCode" : 201,
"responseDataCheck" : null,
"fileName" : null,
"variables" : [ {
"name" : "@Buildid",
"value" : "$.id"
} ]
}
}, {
"function" : "GET",
"url" : "https://<server name>:9010/api/schedulebuilds/@Buildid",
"request" : {
"contentType" : "application/json",
"headers" : [ {
"attribute" : "Authorization",
"value" : "Token @Token"
} ],
"body" : null,
"fileName" : null
},
"response" : {
"contentType" : "application/json",
"ignoreResult" : false,
"stepCompletionCode" : 200,
"responseDataCheck" : {
"goodFin" : "success/Completed",
"badFin" : "Failed",
"attributeToCheck" : "$[0].message",
"poll" : true,
"pollDelay" : 3,
"pollInterval" : 2,
"pollMaxTime" : 2
},
"fileName" : null,
"variables" : [ ]
}
} ],
"variables" : [ {
"name" : "@User",
"value" : "??????"
}, {
"name" : "@Password",
"value" : "??????"
}, {
"name" : "@ScheduleName",
"value" : "??????"
}, {
"name" : "@ScheduleDate",
"value" : "??????"
} ],
"properties" : [ ]
}

Get using Basic authentication
{
"templateid" : "EASYVISTA",
"steps" : [ {
"function" : "GET",
"url" : "https://uap.easyvista.com:/api/v1/@Company/requests",

"request" : {
"contentType" : "application/json",
"headers" : [ {
"attribute" : "Authorization",
"value" : "Basic"
} ],
"body" : null,
"fileName" : null
},
"response" : {
"contentType" : "application/json",
"ignoreResult" : false,
"stepCompletionCode" : 200,
"responseDataCheck" : null,
"fileName" : null,
"variables" : [ ]
}
} ],
"variables" : [ {
"name" : "@User",
"value" : "??????"
}, {
"name" : "@Password",
"value" : "??????"
}, {
"name" : "@Company",
"value" : "??????"
} ],
"properties" : [ ]
}

